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perusing a forum the other day, a question came up regarding MSD distributors and ignition
systems. We reached out to MSD to get some details about both systems. Is it a Ready-to-Run
or Pro-Billet distributor? Follow the wiring and you can tell, or remove the distributor cap to find
out. Both work equally well for a driver, but the RTR will have some limitations if you want more
control over timing and ignition. Ready-To-Run Distributor. The first, and most obvious,
difference between the systems is the number of components. The Ready-to-Run distributor is
just as it implies: just three wires and your ignition system plus an added coil is ready to run.
With the RTR, you connect the red wire to the positive coil terminal along with the ignition wire,
the orange wire goes to the negative coil terminal, and a black wire runs to ground. The RTR
has an inductive ignition system that will provide more spark energy than a stock-type ignition.
It does have a built-in adjustable rev limiter and an adjustable mechanical advance to help set
your initial and total timing. It has a maintenance-free magnetic pickup, and since the ignition
control is inside the cap, there are no additional wires needed. If you already have the RTR
distributor and wish to add the 6AL ignition, the two are fully compatible as an upgrade. But the
difference lies within the separate MSD ignition control, which is required for the Pro-Billet
distributor to operate properly. The Pro-Billet distributor is a two-wire connection that connects
directly to the 6A or 6AL ignition box. The 6AL ignition opens up more options for timing and
spark control than the RTR distributor will allow. The 6AL would allow you to connect to one or
more different timing controls at a time; for example, if you run NOS you would need a Step
Retard to protect the engine when the nitrous is activated and it will not connect to the RTR
distributor. You can also add a Power Grid to gain timing, boost , and traction controls, as well
as additional timing functions with different Power Grid modules. Basic Breakdown. And the

answer to that question as to which is better suited for a street driven vehicle is pretty simple: if
you want a cleaner installation with fewer wires, the Ready-to-Run distributor is going to be the
easiest to install and will work perfectly fine for engines up to compression. You won't be able
to make these kinds of adjustments to your timing curve with the RTR distributor. For a boosted
engine, you'll need more control than the RTR will provide. Absolutely not! Both are perfectly
suited for the type of system that our forum member was seeking, but the 6AL will allow future
upgrades should they be needed. The 6A will work just fine for your street system, but lacks the
rev limiter that the 6AL and the RTR distributor possess. For a street application where the fuel
mixture is often a little leaner, the long duration, single spark of the RTR would be plenty.
However, in a higher performance application where the engine might run a little fatter, the
multiple spark from the 6AL will help burn the extra fuel. The 6AL delivers much more spark
energy high output with volts and mJ of spark energy , but it also requires additional space to
mount the ignition box as well as the additional wiring. The bottom line is that the choice is
yours, and depends on what your needs are: a cleaner installation, or more available features.
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name unit. Everything I have seen says to match the coil with the module. You can also get a
low resistance button for the cap, but it will tend to wear more quickly. Good luck. Jul 20,
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account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? MSD introduced the first
aftermarket distributor crafted from a billet of T6 aluminum. These Pro-Billet Distributors are
now available for most popular domestic V8s and several other popular engines. There are
similarities across the distributor line, such as the upper ball bearing and seal design to guide
the QPQ coated shaft or the non-magnetic pickup, but there are several lines available that fit
different applications. My Account My Cart. Also in Exterior - View All. Also in Fasteners and
Hardware - View All. Also in Gaskets - View All. Also in Brakes - View All. Also in Cooling - View
All. Also in Ignition - View All. Also in Tuners and Programmers - View All. Also in Data
Acquisition - View All. Also in Interior - View All. Also in Wheels - View All. Also in Electrical View All. Also in Engine - View All. Also in Marine and Powersports - View All. Also in Nitrous View All. Also in Exhaust - View All. Also in Off-Road - View All. Distributors Holley has the
exact distributor perfect for your application â€” whatever that application is! Highlights
Max-Fire distributors feature a digital CD ignition and an electronic-advance distributor in one
unit, don't need a separate ignition box, require absolutely no fabrication to install â€” just drop
it in and fire it up Unilite distributors have a one-piece self-contained optical module for a
complete stand-alone ready-to-run ignition that never varies or wears out E-Fire distributors
don't need a separate ignition box and have their own single-stage rev-limiter, a fully adjustable
vacuum advance and boost retard, and 7 preprogrammed advance curves to choose from. The
advance assembly is mounted on top of every MSD distributor. Each model is supplied with
different advance springs and stop bushings so you can easily tune in a timing curve to match
your engine and application. See More. The distributor has a 2-pin connector that plugs directly
into an MSD Ignition. Some have vacuum advance while others may be locked out. The
important thing to note is that an MSD Ignition Control is required and are identified by the 2-pin
connector. The biggest visual difference is that the distributor has a 3-pin Weathertight
connector. Plus, there is now an adjustable rev limiter! These distributors do only that,
distribute the spark. There is no trigger mechanism and no advance. They are meant as high
performance, racing distributors. They are easy to identify with the lack of wiring and their lower
stance. These distributors feature increased strength and support, yet incorporate the factory
style module, pickup and connectors for a drop-in replacement. Street Fire distributors are new
distributors based around a cast aluminum housing and built to deliver performance at a value
based price. Narrow Results. Cam Sync Distributors. Crank Trigger Distributors. Distributor
Accessories. Front Drive Distributors. HyperSpark Distributors. Marine Distributors. Pro-Billet
Distributors. Ready To Run Distributors. Unilite Distributors. Product Type. Items 1 - of Sort By
Product Name. Page: 1. Distributor Tech. Back To Top. This pretty well covers all of our
distributors, however this is our traditional distributor. MSD offers a line of distributors called
Ready-to-Run. Like the name implies, these Pro-Billet Distributors will require a crank trigger to
fire the ignition. MSD offers a high quality, value based line of distributors called Street Fire.
MSD offers several different styles of Pro-Billet Distributors, so our first step is to identify your
model. For this style distributor, the only real specification is to check the resistance of the
magnetic pickup. Use an ohm meter across the two wires and confirm that the resistance is
between and 1, ohms. If the pickup is out of this specification, it may not be triggering the
ignition box. If the ignition and coil check out as detailed, then the distributor pickup may be at
fault. Another popular distributor is the Ready-to-Run line. These distributors are easily
identified by the three pin connector that has a Red, Orange and Black wire. In some models,
there will be a separate Green wire that is used for a tachometer signal wire. These distributors
do not require and external ignition control as they have a built-in high output ignition module.
To check the Ready-to-Run Distributor, confirm that there are 12 volts on the Red wire when the
key is On and while cranking. It is important to confirm volts during cranking as many older
vehicles may have resistor wiring or ballast resistors inline which could affect the voltage
needed to fire the ignition. You can also check for 12 volts on the coil negative â€” remember,
this is only on the Ready-to-Run distributors! Also, confirm that the black w
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ire is properly grounded to the engine block. Ignition timing is essential to proper engine
performance and in this video, we explain exactly how it works. We clear up some popular
misconceptions about mechanical and vacuum advance to help your engine deliver maximum
power and fuel economy. Read More. So if your quarter windows are peeling, lifting, crazing or
are otherwise rough to look at, why not swap them at home? It's easy Also in Exterior - View All.
Also in Fasteners and Hardware - View All. Also in Gaskets - View All. Also in Brakes - View All.
Also in Cooling - View All. Also in Ignition - View All. Also in Tuners and Programmers - View
All. Also in Data Acquisition - View All. Also in Interior - View All. Also in Wheels - View All. Also
in Electrical - View All. Also in Engine - View All. Also in Marine and Powersports - View All. Also
in Nitrous - View All. Also in Exhaust - View All. Also in Off-Road - View All. Tech Features News
Videos. Related Articles. Current Articles.

